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Summary : 

In magnetic Fusion devices high power radio-frequency (RF) waves are used to heat the reactive 
fuel and drive current. Excited at the plasma periphery, they propagate to its centre where they are 
damped by resonant interactions, giving their energy (heating) and momentum (current drive) to the 
plasma. Among various types of waves, those in Ion Cyclotron Range of Frequencies (ICRF, 30-80MHz) 
represent an essential means to heat the plasma on the tokamaks Tore Supra – WEST (TS), JET and later 
ITER. In cold magnetized plasmas, ICRF waves are present under two polarizations: the Fast wave 
(FW), useful for heating and the Slow mode (SW), excited parasitically in the plasma edge. 

Fast waves, being evanescent below a critical electron density, are excited in the vicinity of the 
well-confined plasma and are sensitive to the properties of the peripheral plasma. Conversely the 
presence of intense near RF fields tends itself to modify the peripheral plasma in the immediate vicinity 
of the wave launchers. This wave-plasma interaction is likely caused by a biasing of the plasma edge via 
the rectification of RF oscillations by sheaths, non-linear electrical boundary layers at the plasma-wall 
interface. These processes are potentially harmful to the wave launchers and the magnetically connected 
objects, especially in metallic environments envisaged for projects WEST and ITER. Still badly known, 
these physical processes need to be understood and reduced as far as possible in next step devices. 

Within an international collaborative framework, it was proposed to simulate RF sheath 
rectification by coupling standard models of wave propagation and of plasma biasing. Non-linear 
coupling, the main originality of the approach, is ensured via novel boundary conditions representative 
of the sheath physics at the RF wave frequency and in time-averaged regime. Presently a first version of 
model exists, that only takes into account the Slow mode. Its geometry is therefore restricted to straight 
field lines limited on both sides by lateral walls normal to them, so that only the Slow wave can excite 
sheaths. The PhD project aims at incorporating the FW in the modelling, in more realistic geometries 
including shaped walls tilted with respect to the confinement magnetic field B0. The project involves 

- Synthesising the existing literature on the physics of RF waves and oscillating sheaths 
- Generalizing the present equations of oscillating sheaths in presence of tilted B0. 
- Translating these properties into general boundary conditions coupling the two polarizations. 
- Implementing numerically the new scheme, using the COMSOL finite element solver. 
- Comparing the physical model with alternative approaches envisaged in other laboratories. 
- Investigating the physical role of the fast wave in the sheath rectification, both in simple 

situations and for more realistic wave launchers in small devices (ALINE) or larger tokamaks. 
The work will be performed in close cooperation with physicists at IJL-Nancy, Royal Military 

School (Brussels), Politecnico Torino (Italy), and together with engineers in charge of antenna design. 
 
Skills: The candidate is a motivated student able to digest a vast interdisciplinary corpus of physics 
knowledge into his own set of simple concepts. Manipulating equations skilfully, he/she is also familiar 
with numerical schemes. He/she lively interacts with other members of an international team. 
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